APPENDIX

NEGATIVE SOLUTION TO POST'S PROBLEM

It is fair to say that the study of Post's problem, in the
general setting of recursion-theoretic structures, provided a powerful
thrust to the impressive development of higher recursion theory in the
past thirty years.
guiding force.

Many would even argue that it is the principal

In each instance where a recursion theory on a struc-

ture is introduced, the question of the existence of two incomparable

r.e. sets over the structure naturally arises.
positive solution (if exists) are far reaching.

The implications of a
On the one hand the

technique used in the construction would provide a deeper insight into
the inherent properties of the structure under study.

The use or the

absence of the priority method in the proof becomes especially
significant.

On the other hand, the result would lead immediately to a

long list of questions related to the structure theory of r.e. degrees,
from splitting, to density and beyond.
Thus the viability of a particular notion of reducibility
depends on whether, based on that notion, post's problem has a positive
SOlution.

It was for this reason that the relation 'hyperarithmetical

in' was rejected as a proper generalization of 'recursive in' for wl CKrecursion theory (on the reals), since every
is either complete or hyper-arithmetical.

set of natural numbers

This eventually led to the

discovery of the notion of admissible ordinals, where positive solutions to Post's problem were obtained.

Indeed a positive solution to

Post's problem exists on an admissible set A whenever there is a 'nice'
recursive well-ordering of A.

The subsequent introduction of recursion

theory on inadmissible ordinals, where incomparable r.e. degrees were
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obtained for some of them (S. Friedman [1980]), showed in fact that the
assumption of admissibility on a structure is not needed to answer
post's problem positively.

As it turned out, neither is it sufficient.

The first result along this line was obtained by Simpson ([1974b]), who
showed that under the Axiom of Determinacy, the smallest admissible set
M containing the reals R solves Post's problem negatively, i.e. every
set is either A(M) or complete.

The hypothesis of determinacy was

later removed by Harrington (unpublished) using a difficult forcing
argument.

We present here Harrington's proof following S. Friedman

[198Ia] •

THEOREM

There exists an admissible set A for which Post's

problem has a negative SOlution.
proof.

Let C be a complete EI(A) set.

We will show that for

every B S A whiCh is rlIA), either B is 61 ( A) or there is a rl(A)
predlcate ¢(x,y) such that for all x in A

(1)

x

t

& Y t B).

C

The structure A we construct shall be a generic
extension of L w • To do this we state without proof the following
2
result of Jensen and Solovay:

LEMMA I
functions f:

8

+

There is a LI formula 1jJ such that for all 8 < w2' and

Lw ' there is an admissible set Af such that
2
(2)

Af nORD

= w2

L w [<wili < 8>], where Wi is a set
2

of witnesses for 1jJ(x), x
(4 )

'1:1=

1jJ(x)

(3i)(x

E

f(i).

f ti )

1jJ(x) is (]z)1jJ'(z,x), and 1jJ'

is bO(A).
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Unless otherwise indicated, we let a = w2 •
let

be

AO(L a).

The association

For each e < a,
is clearly

++

Let Ce = <wili < e>.

e (t), we have the following two types of

For each 1:1 formula
requirement:

( I)

e

(IJ x ) [-

e(x )

e(x ) ] •

++

The objective here is to make
complement to be I I '
such that 0e(A)
0e(A l)

0S(A Z ) '
(II)e

e 'recursive' by proving its

To achieve this, we introduce an operator 0e

A, and Os is monotone,

i.e. Ale A2 implies that

We think of 0e as a guess at
(lJx)[x ¢ C

++

-ely)].

&

In this case we ensure that if ws«x,y»

holds, then either y

is in (the set defined by) e or x is not in (or 'forced' to be out of)

C.

This would force

W to

be complete.

We introduce the following set of forcing conditions:
I or II &

{<R,A>I(3e<a)[A
y

< e>}.

Elements of P are sometimes denoted p.

An ordering , will be

defined on P so that <R',A'> < <R,A> if and only if RS R', A

(1)

I f (I)S

Ii:

R, and A'I

A' and

Ali we(x), then

x e 0e (A' ).
(2)

I f (II)S e R,

either A'

I=

A'I=

e ( y)

or <R' , A' >

Ali

11-

then
(x ) •

There is an obvious circularity inherent in the definition of
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( with regard to (2) above, namely ( is defined in terms of

11-,

is on the other hand supposed to be defined in terms of (.

To resolve

which

this we introduce the following notion:
DEFINITION

Let <R,A>, <R',A '> be fixed.

Then <R' ,A'> is a

safe extension of <R,A>, written <R',A'> (s <R,A> if and only if R

c

R ', A S A' and
(3)

I f (I)8 £ R, and A'I= ljJ8(x), Ali' ljJ8(x),

then

x£08(A').
(4)

If (II)e

£

R, A'I= ljJe«x,y»

and Ali' ljJe«x,y», then

A'I=e(y).
If <R',A'> is a safe extension of <R,A>, we also say that A'
is safe over <R,A>.
We now define the notion of forcing for t l and IT l formulas:
I f <j> is t l , let

(5)

<R,A>II-s <j>(x)

(6)

<R,A>I l-s

++
++

AI= <j>(x)
A' I

for all A' which is

safe over <R,A>.
The relation ( is now defined to be
<R ' ,A'> «R,A>

++

(7)

R '= RI and A c AI

(8 )

If (I)

•

s e R, A 1= ljJ a(x) and AIi' ljJ s(x), then
I

x e 08(A').
(9)

If (II)fl e R, AII= ljJ8«x,y>l and Ali' ljJe«x,y», then

either AII= ely) or <R',A'>II-s
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(10)

There is a B

A' such that B is safe over <R,A>.

The definition of forcing now proceeds as follows:

11-

(11)

<R,A>

(12)

<R,A>II-

(x )

++

AI=

++

for all <R' ,A'> ,

Let

be

<R,A>,

<R',A'>llf
We first discuss some basic properties of this notion of
forcing.
LEMMA 2

If

is either t l or IT l, then <R,A>I 1-

if and

only if <R,A>II-s
proof.

Suppose that
<R,A>

If

11-

1>

(x )

is

is t l .
++

AI=

++

<R,A> II-s <j>(x).

where

fact that 's is extended by ,
<R,A>II-

Then

is t l , one concludes from the

that

+

<R,A>II-s <j>(x).

Thus suppose that <R,A>II-s
Then there is a pair <Rl,Al> ,

but <R,A>llf 1>(x).

<R,A> such that <Rl,Al>1 1-

means, by the definition of 11-, that All=

This

Since t l formulas

persist upwards, this implies that there is a B which is safe over
<R,A> such that BI=
's <R,A>, we have <R,B>I I-s

We then have <R,B>I I-s

But as <R,B>

This is a contradiction.

The proof of the next two lemmas are left to the reader.
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LEMMA 3

(a)

is transitive.

(b)

is wI-closed, Le. i f <Ry,AY>Y<Wl is a

sequence of compatible elements in P, then U<Ry,A y>' y

<

wI'

is also &n

element of P.
LEMMA 4

If G is P-generic, and

is either t l or TIl' then

La[G] I = Hx) i f and only i f there is apt: G such that pll- Hx).

Thus it follows that if 6 is t l , then in the structure La[G]
we have

(13)

x c -6 (the set defined by
(3<R,A>t:G){<R,A>II- -e{x»

'Ve)

++

++

8{x)

I

(3<R,A>E:G){\f<R'
(3<R,A>E:G) (\fA'.=:A) [A'

-e{x»)

++

++

safe over <R,A> + A'I= -8{x)]

Given a condition <R,A>, we define as result of this the
operator 0e {for requirement (I)e) on extensions of <R,A> by

{xix E: B & (\fA') [A'

(14)

safe over <R,A>

+

A'I= -6(x)}.

Observe that 0e(B)
be generic.

(15)

is defined in terms of <R,A> and 6.

Let G

If we set

U {Oe{A') I<R',A'>

<R,A>

&

<R',A'> E: G},

then we have <R,A> in G implies La[G] 1= (\fxt:0e{G»(-6{x».

Now the

intention here is to make -6 equivalent to o/e (i.e. to make 6
recursive).

This can be achieved by choosing a generic G such that lPe

defines 0e(G), and 0e{G) is defined by -6.

There is however a
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difficulty.

Namely, it may happen that for some x, x is forced to be

in -6, but is not an element of OS.

More specifically, for any <R' ,A'>

" <R,A>, there is an <R",A">" <R',A'> such that for some x in A",
<R",A"> forces -6(x), but x I
<R',A'>.

0S(A") for the Os which is defined over

In other words, the following situation may arise:

( 'r!<R' ,A' >" <R,A»

(*)

(3 <R" ,A" >" <R' ,A' » (Jx£A" ) (3 Ba\.")

[B is safe over <R',A'> & BI= 6(x) &
<R" ,A">

11-

-6 (x)]

We will show that if -(*) holds, then the attempt to make 6
recursive will be successful.

Thus suppose that -(*) holds at <R,A>.

This means that
(3<R' ,A'>"<R,A»

(16)

[B

A"

&

('r!<R"

,A">"<R' ,A'» ('r!x£A")

B is safe over <R' ,A'>

&

('r!B)

BI= 6(x)

->-

<R",A">llf -6(x)].

Fix such a pair <R',A'>.

Let S < a be an ordinal not men-

tioned in <R' ,A'>, and let (I)S be the corresponding requirement for 6,
with operator Os defined from <R',A'> and 6.

LEMMA 5
Proof.

Let R" = R'U

<R",A'>II- 6 is recursive.
It is sufficient to show that

<R",A'>II- ('r!x)(ljIS(x)

++

-6(x)).

Let G be generic containing <R",A' >.
Os (G) •

{(I)SL

Let x be in

Then there is an <Rl,A l> e G such that <Rl,A l> " <R',A' > and

x e 0S(Al).

Thus for all B2Al which is safe over <R',A'>, BI= -6(x).
First suppose that La[G] 1= 6(x).

<R 2,A 2> £ G such that <R2,A 2>1

1-

6(x).

Then there is an

It follows that there is an
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<R 2,A 2>

£

G such that <R2,A 2> .. <RI,A I> and <R2,A 2>1I- 6(x).

Since

<R 2,A2> .. <RI,A I>, for all B 2 A2 which is safe over <R' ,A'>, BI=
Also, from the fact that <R2,A 2>11- 6(x) we have A21= 6(x) and
so for all B 2

A2, BI= 6(x).

This of course is a contradiction.

Hence we get

(\1x) [(l/!I3(x) ++
(x

£

X

e 013(G))

&

013(G) +

To prove the converse, suppose that La[G] 1= -6(x).
Then there is an <RI,AI>

£

G such that <RI,AI>I

1-

with <RI,AI> ..

Using -(*), we conclude that for

<R",A'>, so that <RI,A I> .. <R' ,A'>.

all B:::::>A I such that B is safe over <R',A'>, BI=

Le. x e 013(AI).

This proves the lemma.

From now on we assume that (*) holds at <R,A>.
words, for every <R' ,A'> .. <R,A>,

In other

there is an <R",A"> .. <R' ,A'> and an

x in A", a B:::::>A" which is safe over <R' ,A'> such that BI= 6(x) and
<R" ,A" > 11- -6 (x) •
complete.

Let R

We will show that under this assumption, 6 is
= R U {(II)I3}'
A

Claim I

<R ,A>II- (\1x) [-C(x) ++ (3Y)(l/!I3«x,y»

&

(y)] •

The claim is established in a number of steps.

First of all,

we have

(17)

A

<R ,A>

11-

(\1 x) (V y) [l/!I3«x,y»

&

-6(y)

+

This fact is immediate and we leave its verification to the reader.
Next let <R' ,A'> .. <R ,A> and Xo
<R',A'>II- -C(x O),

£

A'

be chosen such that

The goal now is to select an <R",A">" <R',A'> and
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aye: A" such that <R",A">II- -ely)

1/!e«xo'y».

&

some difficulty in attaining this goal.

There is however

Let us elaborate.

If we only

choose a witness w to put it into A", to make <R",A"[wJ>II- ljJe«xo'y»,
there is the problem of ensuring that <R" ,A"[wJ> , <R' ,A'> and
<R",A"[wJ>II- -ely).

This difficulty arose because we are considering

requirements of type (II) rather than type (I) whose witnesses can be
easily obtained.

The idea then is to transform (II)e into a

requirement of type (I), and in the process define 0e so that forcing
is preserved.

This is carried out as follows:

,

,

Given <T,D> , <R ,A >,
changing (II)e to (I)e (for e).

let T* be the set obtained from T by
Let

{<x,y>l<x,y> e B

(BI= e(y) or [x = Xo

&

exists B'dB safe over <R',A'>

&

&

there

B'I= e(y)])}.

The proof of the next lemma is Le ft to the reader.

LEMMA 6

Let <T,D> , <R' ,A'>.

Then

(a)

If E is safe over <T,D>,then E is safe over

(b)

If E is safe over <R'*,A'>, then there exists

<T*,D>.

F :;;) E such that F is safe over <R',A' >.

COROLLARY 1

(a)

If

4> is

h,

(b)

If

ep is

lT

I

(c)

If

ep is

lT

l

then <T,D> 11-4> i f and only i f

<T*,D> u-ep.
,

then <T*,D> u-ep implies

<T,D> u-ep.
, then <R' fA' > U-ep implies

<R' *,A 1 > U-4>.

COROLLARY 2

(*) holds at «R' )*,A'>.
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Proof.

Observe first of all that since (*) holds at <R,A>, it

holds at all extensions of <R,A>.

It follows that (*) holds at

<R',A'>, and so at «R')*,A'> as well by (a).
By (*) there is a pair «R")*,A"> " «R')*,A'>, a YO in A",
such that for some D.2A" which is safe over «R')*,A'>, DI= 6(yO) and
«R")*,A">II-

By Lemma 6(b)

there is a 0'20 which is safe

over <R",A">, and since 6 is Xl we have 0' 1= 6(yO).
<xO,yO>

E:

0il*(A").

This implies that

Suppose now that w is a witness to o/il«xO'YO)

obtained generically (so that it will not interfere with other 0/6' for
6

t- ei .

then we have «R")*,A"[wl> "s «R")*,A">.

This implies that

By Corollary 1, we get

Claim 2.
If il

t-

<R" ,A" [w] > " <R' ,A'>.

,

il , one observes that the required facts hold

for <R"*,A"[w 1>, and so for <R",A"[w]> as well by Corollary 1.

,

il = il , we have by assumption <R' ,A>
<R'*,A'>

by Corollary 1 (c).

have <R"* ,A" [w] > 1I-,-C(X
<R",A"[wl)
Theorem.

o).

II--C( x

o)'

If

so that

As <R"*,A"[w]> " <R'*,A'), we

By Corollary 1 (b), we have

This proves Claim 2 and completes the proof of the
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